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About This Game

Welcome to the Trivia Vault contestant! Play as a contestant in a gameshow called Trivia Vault: Mixed Trivia 2 and bring your
thinking hat. Answer mixed category trivia questions as quickly as you can, the faster you answer the higher the cash value.
Correct answers lock in the digit code for the vault, 10 correct answers cracks the vault and awards bonus cash. Track your

progress and aim for higher scores to accomplish higher ranks. Challenge yourself to beat your high score by playing multiple
times and completing all 100 levels with a total of 1000 unique trivia questions.

Features:

3 New "CodeBreaker" Lifelines
100 Vaults to Crack(levels)

1000 Unique Trivia Questions
Timer Based Questions

Obtain Cash Multipliers Based on Correct Answers in a Level
3 Ranks of Accomplishment per Level
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PROS:
-Art Style
-Game Feel (took some getting used to, however. hitboxes are a little wonky at times.)
-Writing is spot on. Really loved the characters.
-~15 hour campaign. longer than the usual beat em up.

CONS:
-Almost no reason to do random battles once you're max level. Max level shouldnt exist.
-No reason to buy burritos since you're cash-poor 95% of the game and should be buying packs instead. (and whats the rush to
get to max level when that ruins the drive to do random battles?)
-No endgame. I dont know about you, but plaza patrol is the least interesting task in the whole game, but thats the only quest you
will ever get once completing the story.
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. Mars Colony: Frontier is my favorite game right now. It is obviously not that popular, but I think it's a very good game. I like
frontier more than challenger because I think the graphics are okay and game play is good (Remember that some video game
company's don't have a lot of money so they can't make really good graphics). Some people say that Mars Colony: Frontier has
been abandoned, but they are completely wrong (no offense guys) due to the post on the MCF Twitter pageback in January.
Here is what they said.
Jan 12
Mars Colony Frontier\u200f @MarsColony2
Working on a new version of Frontier hope to have it out in the spring

Game updates can take a long time because there is only one person (Howard Dortch) working on the updates. MCF also has a
few bugs. Sometimes it will crash, and when you update base modules, they will move to the wrong spot. Just don't upgrade the
until the next update)

Another reason why MCF is fun because there are random events and dust storms. You need to manage your resources in the
game also.

Remeber, Mars colony frontier is under works. If it doesn't look playable right now, go do something else until Howard Dortch
gets the next update out.. game ok no no very ok shoot man sjulln and he be \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing. I love Diablo-
Clones as much as the next guy, but this game is Dungeon Siege in name only. It's mediocre, and really only worth playing if you
are a D E V O T E D fan of the series, and even if you are, this will just make you mad. It subverts the lore of the earlier games,
and feels vaguely insulting. Oh well.
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Must get if you ever see this on sale. Wicked game. very nice looking game. Good local co op game, but I don't like furries..
Keeping up with the von Carsteins.. Wacky Wings is one of the most addictive, underrated and replayable VR games on the
market. The graphics are limited to an old Atari style presentation, but with the modern flash and smooth animation of VR. The
simplicity of it has you flying fast automatically while you try and stay airborne by hitting fuel signs in a constantly depleted fuel
situation, all the while avoiding collision with the obstacles in your path, and collecting coins all the while. 40 levels are passable
with bronze and silver medals coming with ease, but gold medals require a large portion of coins being captured and you need
all 40 gold in the 40 levels(10 sets of 4 common themed maps) in order to advance to the 2nd thrid of this game.

The 2nd area is blitz mode, giving a black and white WWII style rainy night over london firefighting. You must shoot down 40
planes, all the while collecting the fuel they leave behind when destroyed. It took a while before I finally jumped all thw way to
59. Before that I had reached 30 once followed by a heartbreaking 39 and then many more trys before I blasted on through this
section.

Finally comes endless mode, a short, fuel heavy replay of all the standard maps, connected indefinitely while you fly through the
sun cycles of dawn to day to dusk to night and back to dawn again. You hear the cheers that ended levels before but do not stop.
Actually you speed up just a tad with each segment of the sewed together endless stream and a nice arcade music track plays,
speeding up in sync with the increase of your flight speed as you hold on and build up as much speed as you can surive past.

Platinum medals are bonus skins for the many different flyers you unlock. Besides comsmetic value there is one difference that
really adds up over time and that is the tight quickness each new vehicle increases in handling. This allows you to try tighter,
more aggressive cuts and cross over manuevers. I still have 3 to unlock still.

This game is so worth the incredibly low price.

P.S. I had a couple of problems a few months back due to bugs. The developers jumped right on it and patched it while thanking
me for helping them discoverr a bug. I was impressed with their professional response.. This game has some elements of a
metroidvania with backtracking with new abilities you unlock. But it gets annoying to use certain ones and doesn't control well
enough.

The text in this game is way to big that sometimes it will just take up the entire screen while you are playing the game and you
have wait till it disappears till its comfortable to keep playing.

Also changing to different forms to progress through the areas costs one heart every time you change your character and I would
love to know why that's the case cause if your confused and don't know which form to use as your cycling through them you
then realize you are about to die in one hit and can make the game frustrating when that happens constantly. I haven't gotten far
to tell if this would happen but what if you get in a situation where you need to change to different forms and if you don't have
enough health at one point you might be stuck, just a random statement of how annoying that is.

3\/10, I don't recommend this game at all.. This game is great but repetitive. i think the sound mechanics have to be tweaked and
i wish i had customiztion of the colors.

As a game maker i know some customization is easy-ish. changing colors should be easy and i sound like a know-it-all but
simple tweaks will make this a great game

also the lack of players isn't your fault but it kinda sucks. Good classic rpg that is a must play. Unless you really loved the free
version or have never played this, wouldn't really recommend, very little has been changed or added. Even though the game is
almost free I still had to give it a thumb down - it is poorly programmed walking simulator (even with lowered graphic details
and low resolution it freezes for few seconds every time I turn around), the atmosphere is not bad, but it is a game with about 30
minutes of gameplay where you have very little to actually do and deal with "puzzles" that are hard to understand what have to
do with anything.

Perhaps Artania has something to offer, but the game does everything possible to put me off from discovering what it is all
about.
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